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ABSTRACT 
This report basically discusses the progress on research done and basic 
understanding on the chosen topic, which is Drugs/ Medicine Inventory with Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) System The objective of this project is to enable a 
break-through revolution in tracking drugs using RFID. Drugs tracking become critical 
as to ensure proper knowledge management in an organization. Properly tracked drugs 
provide cost savings in term of reduced effort to locate the drugs, redo or rewrite the 
drugs information and to prevent lost of valuable drugs. RFID is the right technology of 
choice to implement drugs tracking. Equipments needed to achieve this project are RFID 
tags, RFID readers and antennas together with drugs tracking software. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
Realization in the business community of the benefits of widespread adoption 
coupled with advances manufacturing techniques and efficient data-handling 
methodologies is fostering explosive growth of radio frequency identification 
(RFID) systems. RFID-enabled applications have grown at tremendous rate with 
system deployments in a number of industries such as pharmaceuticals, health 
care, transportation, retail, defense, and logistics. An important aspect of RFID 
technology is its utilization in a wide spectrum of applications. RFID technology 
can help a wide range of organizations and individuals realize substantial gains and 
efficiencies [1]. 
Existing system components integrate the benefits provided by RFID while 
maintaining system modularity and efficiency. Radio frequency tags allow objects 
to become self-describing, communicating their identity to a close at hand RF 
reader. RFID is replacing bar-code-based identification mechanisms, as 
communication between a reader and a tag is not limited by the requirement of 
"line-of-sight" reading and each tag has a unique ID. [1] 
RFID technology enables the optimization of multiple business processes 
through the improvement, the automation or even the elimination of existing 
processes, and the emergence of new processes called intelligent processes or 
smart processes, which are automatically triggering actions or events [I]. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
One of the massive problems facing by the pharmaceutical industry is the 
counterfeit drugs/ medicines that end up on store shelves instead of the real drugs. 
According to the World Health Organization (Fact sheet No. 275, November 2003), 
an estimated 10% of all pharmaceuticals worldwide are believed to be counterfeit. 
These figures place the annual earnings from the sales of counterfeit and 
substandard medicines at over US$ 32 billion globally. [10] 
The problem of managing and tracking drugs or medicine has plagued hospitals 
and healthcare worldwide. Below are the points that show the operational and 
economic challenges faced by healthcare industry in managing drugs storage: 
  Drugs counterfeiting 
  Loss of time due to individual need to search for particular drugs in a 
medication store room 
Increased inventory cost-reducing the use of file that is currently being used 
by clinics. 
  Increase in labor cost- dedicating individuals to search for particular drugs/ 
medicine when needed, disgruntled staffs. 
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1.3 Objective 
The objective of the project is to create a new system of drugs/ medicine inventory 
by using RFID. Individual packages, bottles or containers will be tagged with an 
RFID label that contains relevant information related to the product, manufacturer, 
etc. As individual packages are then "assembled" into a case, an association will 
be made between the individual item and the case, utilizing information from the 
host system. In order to achieve the objective of this project, some studies need to 
be done especially on the hardware of this project that is the RFID reader and tags. 
A research need to be carried to collect technical details and programming of the 
new system. Furthermore, a detailed understanding on the programming has to be 
acquired. 
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1.4 Scope of study 
1.4.1 Perform research on current drugs monitoring and control system 
In achieving the purpose of developing this system, the author needs to know the 
current drugs monitoring and control system that have been used by the clinics and 
pharmacy in Malaysia. From here, author will know about what type of system 
they have been using either manual or automated, the operation of current system, 
and applicability of using the tag and reader of RFID need to develop the system. 
1.4.2 Perform analysis of RFID tag and reader suitable for the project 
In designing the system, the author should know about the current manual set up 
work used in clinics and pharmacy nowadays. In designing this system, there is a 
criterion that should be considered. The first one is the range of communication 
between the tag at the drug containers and the receiver near the drugs storage shelf. 
Studies need to be carried out to ensure the ability of the tags to successfully 
communicate with the reader with suitable read range. 
1.4.3 Create suitable databases and interface using Xampp and Visual 
Basic 
Suitable databases are highly needed besides the communication technologies 
used. This database needs to be user friendly and maximizing its usage. With this, 
definitely it can ease the medical clinic office staff to adapt with the new system. 
So, by using Xampp as its database software, MySQL connecter-net 5.0.9 as 
connecter between the database and the interface and Visual Basic 2008 as the 





Radio Frequency is a term that refers to alternating current (AC) having 
characteristics such that, if the current in input to an antenna, an electromagnetic field 
is generated suitable for wireless broadcasting and communications [4]. 
The radio frequency spectrum is divided into several ranges or bands. With the 
exception of the lowest-frequency segment, each band represents an increase of 
frequency corresponding to an order of magnitude (power of 10). Table 1 depicts the 
eight bands in radio frequency spectrum, showing frequency and bandwith ranges [5]. 
Table 1: Eight Bands in Radio Frequency Spectrum. 
Designation Abbreviation Frequencies Free-space 
wavelength 
Very Low Frequency VLF 9kHz-3OkHz lOkm-100km 
Low Frequency LF 30kHz-300kHz l lan-10km 
Medium Frequency MF 300kHz-3MHz lOOm-lkm 
High Frequency HF 3MHz-3OMHz lOm-100m 
Very High Frequency VHF 30MHz-30OMHz lm-lOm 
Ultra High Frequency UHF 300MHz-3GHz 10cm-100cm 
Super High Frequency SHF 3GHz-30GHz lcm-10cm 
Extremely High Frequency EHF 30GHz-300GHz lmm-lOmm 
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is one of radio frequency applications. It is an 
automatic identification method, relying on storing and remotely retrieving data using 
devices called RFID tags or transponders. RFID tag is an object that can be applied to 
or incorporated into a product, animal, or person for the purpose of identification 
using radio waves. Some tags can be read from several meters away and beyond the 
line of sight (LOS) of the reader [5]. 
All RFID systems are comprised of three main components: 
" RFID tag (transponder) which is located on the object to be identified and 
is the data carrier in the RFID system. 
" RFID reader (transceiver) which may be able to both read data from and 
write data to transponder. 
" Databases and interface which utilizes the data obtained from the 
transceiver in some useful manner. 
Figure 1 shows the basic components of an RFID system [2]. 
Figure 1: Basic Components of an RFID System. 
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RFID systems are also distinguished by their frequency ranges. 
" Low frequency or LF (30 KHz to 500 KHz) systems have short reading 
ranges and lower system costs. They are most commonly used in security 
access, asset tracking and animal identification. 
" High frequency or HF (850 MHz to 950 MHz and 2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz) 
systems, offering long read ranges (greater than 90 feet) and high reading 
speeds, are used for such applications as railroad car tracking and automated 
toll collection. However, the higher performance of high frequency RFID 
systems incurs higher system costs. 
" Ultra high frequency or UHF. 
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of a basic RFID circuit system [8]. 
Figure 2: Block Diagram of RFID Circuit System. 
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2.1.1 Operating Principles of RFID [11] 
There is a variety of operating principles for RFID systems. 
2.1.1.1 Inductive Coupling 
An inductively coupled transponder comprises of an electronic data carrying device, 
usually a single microchip and a large area coil that functions as an antenna. 
Inductively coupled transponders are almost always operated passively. This means 
that all the energy needed for the operation of the microchip has to be provided by the 
reader. For this purpose, the reader's antenna coil generates a strong, high frequency 
electro-magnetic field, which penetrates the cross -section of the coil area and the 
area around the coil. Because the wavelength of the frequency range used (< 135 
kHz: 2400 m, 13.56 MHz: 22.1 m) is several times greater than the distance between 
the reader's antenna and the transponder, the electro-magnetic field may be treated as 
a simple magnetic alternating field with regard to the distance between transponder 
and antenna. 
Figure 3: Operation Principle of Inductive Coupling 
As described above, inductively coupled systems are based upon a transformer-type 
coupling between the primary coil in the reader and the secondary coil in the 
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2.1.1.2 Backscatter Coupling 
We know from the field of RADAR technology that electromagnetic waves are 
reflected by objects with dimensions greater than around half the wavelength of the 
wave. The efficiency with which an object reflects electromagnetic waves is 
described by its reflection cross-section. Objects that are in resonance with the front 
wave that hits them, as is the case for antenna at the appropriate frequency for 
example, have a particularly large reflection cross-section. 
Figure 5: Operation Principle of a Backscatter Transponder 
Power P1 is emitted from the reader's antenna, a small proportion of which (free 
space attenuation) reaches the transponder's antenna. The power PF is supplied to 
the antenna connections as HF voltage and after rectification by the diodes DI and 
D2 this can be used as turn on voltage for the deactivation or activation of the power 
saving "power-down" mode. The diodes used here are low barrier Schottky diodes, 
which have a particularly low threshold voltage. The voltage obtained may also be 
sufficient to serve as a power supply for short ranges. 
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2.1.2 Operating Frequencies 
Frequency refers to the size of the radio waves used to communicate between 
the RFID systems components. It is generally safe to assume that a higher frequency 
equates to a faster data transfer rate and longer read ranges, but also more sensitivity 
to environmental factors such as liquid and metal that can interfere with radio waves. 
RFID systems currently operate in the Low Frequency (LF), High Frequency (HF) 
and Ultrahigh Frequency (UHF) bands. Each frequency has advantages and 
disadvantages relative to its capabilities. Generally a lower frequency means a lower 
read range and slower data read rate, but increased capabilities for reading near or on 
metal or liquid surfaces. No single frequency is ideal for all applications, even within 
a single industry. Just as separate bar code symbologies are used at different levels of 
consumer goods packaging, from U. P. C. BAN symbols at the item level to Code 128 
and two-dimensional symbologies on cases and pallets, RFID tags of different 
frequencies and functionality will be used together within overall supply chain 
operations. [10] Table 2 shows a quick cross-section of the types of RFID 
technologies out there, their uses and their typical read ranges [3]. 
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Table 2: RFID Frequencies, Uses and Typical Range. 
Frequency Use Pros and Cons Range 
125 kHz- 148 kHz Low Frequency (LF) 
Type: Animal Tracking, Signal negotiates liquids '/2 to 4" is typical. 
Passive access control and and metals fairly well. 6" to 12" or maybe 
Original Equipment Higher tag coast due to possible with 
Manufacturer (OEM) long length solid copper specialized 
Applications antennas equipment. 
13.56 MHz High Frequency (HF) 
Type: Anti-theft, document Antennas can be printed Can range from 
Passive management, access on substrate/labels, inches to several 
control and OEM lowering tag costs. feet depending on 
Applications Serious interference from reader hardware 
metals. and tag type. 
433 MHZ (and 2.5 Ghz) Ultra High Frequency (UHF) 
Type: Highway toll payment Very long range. Very Typically around 
Active systems, vehicle high tag cost. Uses 30 feet, but can 
management, asset battery, so tags have finite range up to 
tracking, etc. lifespan (typically 5 hundreds of feets. 
years) 
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2.2 Reader/ Antennas 
The reader, also known as an interrogator, is a device that provides network 
connectivity between tag data and interface. The reader communicates with the RFID 
tags within its field of operation, performing any number of operations including 
simple continuous inventorying, filtering (searching for tags that meet certain 
criteria), writing to selected tags, etc. 
The reader uses its antenna to send digital information encoded in a modulated 
waveform as well as the tone that the tag uses to power itself. A receiver circuit on 
the tag is able to detect the modulated field, decode the information, and use its own 
antenna to send (backscatter) a response. Readers may be fixed (dock door or shelf 
installations), mobile (installed on a forklift or hand-held), or in the form of a module 
contained within a printer/encoder [7]. 
An antenna converts electrical current into electromagnetic waves that are then 
radiated into space in a particular pattern at a given level of intensity. The parameters 
of greatest interest to the tag are polarization (or the reader antenna wave's electric 
field vector, orientation, and direction) and the power level of the transmission. 
A linearly polarized antenna radiates entirely in one plane in the direction of 
signal propagation, while with a circularly polarized antenna, the plane of 
polarization rotates in a circular fashion (effectively a corkscrew when considered in 
time), making a complete revolution during one period of the wave. Figure 6 below 
shows the basic configuration of reader and tag antenna in any RFID application [7]. 
Figure 6: Basic Configuration of Reader and Tag Antenna in RFID Application. 
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2.3 Tags 
An RFID tag generally comprises an integrated circuit (IC) that has been 
mounted on a flexible PET (PolyEthyleneTherephtalate) or paper substrate, which has 
been preprinted with conductive ink (or assembled with an etched, stamped, or vapor- 
deposited antenna pattern), according to the particular antenna design. The resulting 
inlay assembly is then converted or sandwiched between a printed label and its 
adhesive backing, yielding a smart label. The label can then be programmed with a 
unique tracking identifier called an electronic product code (EPC) and attached to an 
item, case, or pallet [7]. Below are some of the examples of RFID tags: 
i. 13.56MHz High Frequency (HF) Rectangle Paper RFID Tag 
Figure 7: High Frequency Rectangle Paper RFID Tag. 
ii. 13.56 MHz High Frequency (HF) Round Paper RFID Tag 
Figure 8: High Frequency Round Paper RFID Tag. 
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iii. 13.56 MHz High Frequency (HF) Square Paper RFID Tag 
Figure 9: High Frequency Square Paper RFID Tag. 
2,3.1 Active RFID Tags 
Active RFID is a long range communication approach that has a reading 
distance between 50 m (150 feet) to 100 m (300 feet). Tags are powered by an 
internal battery and are typically read/write, where tag data can be rewritten and/or 
modified. An active tag's memory size varies according to application 
requirements; some systems operate with up to 1 MB of memory. In a typical 
read/write RFID work-in-process system, a tag might give a machine a set of 
instructions, and the machine would then report its performance to the tag [8]. This 
encoded data would then become part of the tagged part's history. The battery 
supplied power of an active tag generally gives it a longer read range. The trade off 
is greater size, greater cost, and a limited operational life (which may yield a 
maximum of 10 years, depending upon operating temperatures and battery type). 
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2.3.2 Passive RFID tags 
Tags operate without a separate external power source and obtain operating 
power generated from the reader. Passive tags are consequently much lighter than 
active tags, less expensive, and offer a virtually unlimited operational lifetime. The 
trade off is that they have shorter read ranges, typically a few feet at most than 
active tags and require a higher-powered reader. Read-only tags are typically 
passive and are programmed with a unique set of data (usually 32 to 128 bits) that 
cannot be modified. Read-only tags most often operate as a license plate into a 
database, in the same was as linear barcodes reference a database containing 
modifiable product-specific information. 
2.3.3 Differences between active and passive RFID tags [121 
2.3.3.1 Differences in the Technical Characteristics 
Passive tags contain an integrated chip or circuit to absorb radio frequency waves 
from reader's signals and to send and receive data, low frequency or high 
frequency antennae and a plastic or mylar substrate which holds the pieces of the 
tag together. Since there is no battery, the power is supplied by the reader which 
draws the radio waves through the antennae forming a magnetic field. This allows 
the supply of the power to the tag which is restricted to the field of the reader. On 
the other hand, an active tag which is substantially larger than a passive tag 
features two additional components, an on board power supply and on board 
electronics. The power supply to an active tag is through battery although some 
may be solar power driven. The on board electronics consisting of sensors, 
microprocessors and I/O units are powered by the on board power which enables it 
to transmit the data to the reader on its own. With a continuous availability of tag 
power, the required signal strength from the reader to the tag is lower than what is 
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required for a passive RFID tag. Also, the available signal strength is higher from a 
tag to a reader in an active tag. 
2.3.3.2 Communication Range 
Since passive RFID tags are constrained by the need for strong signals to power 
the tag and the small amount of power to respond to the reader, the communication 
range of a passive tag is limited to 3 meters or less. Active tags do not have the 
constraint of power and can thus transmit to as far as 100 meters or more. 
2.3.3.3 Data Storage 
Although both these varieties of RFID tags can dynamically store data, active 
RFID tags have large read and write data storage almost 128 kilobytes and 
sophisticated data search and access capabilities. In a passive RFID, the data 
storage is less than 128 bytes with no search capabilities or data manipulation 
features. 
2.3.3.4 Sensor Capabilities 
While active RFID tags are able to continuously monitor and record sensor input, 
passive tags are able to monitor and record sensor input only when the tag is 
powered by the reader. 
2.3.3.5 Multi Tag Collection 
Since the communication range of a passive RFID tag is limited to 3 meters or 
less, it can collect 100 or so tags, at the range from only a single reader. In 
contrast, an active tag can collect more than 100 tags from a seven acre region 
using a single reader. 
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2.4 Advantages 
The significant advantage of all types of RFID systems is the noncontact, non- 
line-of-sight nature of technology. Tags can be read through a variety of 
substances such as snow, fog, ice, paint, crusted grime, and other visually and 
environmentally challenging conditions, where bar codes or other optically read 
technologies would be useless. RFID tags can also be read in challenging 
circumstances at remarkable speeds, in most cases responding in less than 100 
milliseconds. The read/write capability of an active RFID system is also a 
significant advantage in interactive applications such as work-in-process or 
maintenance tracking. Though it is a costlier technology (compared with bar 
code), RFID has become indispensable for a wide range of automated data 
collection and identification applications that would not be possible otherwise [9]. 
Developments in RFID technology continue to yield larger memory capacities, 
wider reading ranges, and faster processing. It is highly unlikely that the 
technology will ultimately replace bar code - even with the inevitable reduction 
in raw materials coupled with economies of scale, the integrated circuit in an RF 
tag will never be cost-effective as a bar code label. However, RFID will continue 
to grow its established niches where bar code or other optical technologies are not 
effective. 
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2.5 Current Tagging Systems of RFID Applications 
2.5.1 Automated Inventory Tracking 
InvenTrack is a RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) based inventory management 
software. Tracking inventory is based on RFID Stock Card. Information related to 
inventory on-shelf will be updated whenever there is any adding or substracting of 
items on the shelf. Data will be updated by InvenTrack software application and 
consolidation of information can be done via productivity software such as MS Excel, 
MS Access and many other database systems. This InvenTrack has already been 
applied only at some warehouses in Malaysia for stock checking and stock inventory 
purpose. 











1. Add., Remove Inventory 
2. Update Database 
3. Generate Reports 
User Desktop 
Inventory information sharing 
Monitoring of inventory online 
Figure 11: InvenTrack3 000 System 
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For a variety of reasons, adoption of RFID technology by the healthcare industry 
has been sluggish because payback is less immediately visible than what most 
companies prefer. Although costs are decreasing, many companies are reluctant to 
invest in a technology not yet widely adopted. Maximizing RFID benefits also 
requires modifying existing business processes, a daunting task that usually entails 
changes in technology investment strategies. Without clear RFID standards and 
data ownership policies, investment in RFID has been a difficult proposition. [13] 
Therefore, by introducing this drugs/ medicines inventory by using RFID will 
simply encounter major problem in healthcare field such as drugs counterfeiting. 
This new system which consists of RFID reader, passive tags, Graphical User 
Interface (GUI) and databases will absolutely become a user friendly, easy to use 
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Figure 12: Project Flowchart. 







3.1.1 Phase one (Project Initialization) 
Phase I is the early stage of the project development. Firm planning and 
understanding of the project is a must so that the project will be completed 
successfully. The understanding of the project is including the research on the 
technology that wants to be used that is RFID. 
Several clinics around Tronoh such as Klinik Che Wan, Poliklinik Sen 
Iskandar, Poliklinik Permai and Poliklinik Azhar and Malaysia's internationally- 
accredited private healthcare facility, Prince Court Medical Centre pharmacy were 
visited to get more information about the current drugs inventory system they are 
using. From the visit, several findings have been discovered. Most of the clinics were 
using manual inventory system where they need to manually update their inventory 
system regularly. Besides, most of the clinics inventory systems for drugs they have 
been adopted currently were not fully secured. 
Furthermore, the visit has given more opportunity to meet personally with the 
doctors for professional opinion about the project and lots of advice given to see the 
project succeeded. This eventually will benefit the author as the successor for the 
project. 
3.1.2 Phase two (Feasibility Study) 
Phase II is where the designing the layout and the process of the system will 
be done. Choosing the right hardware that has to be used and development of the 
software and the database must be ready within this phase. Early research has been 
made for the hardware and software needed for this project. The hardware needed are 
RFID Active Tag and RFID reader. The specification and the price tag of the 
hardware have also been considered to meet the requirement of the project. 
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3.1.3 Phase Three (Prototyping) 
Last but not least is phase III; it is the beginning of the fabrication for the 
prototype. The integration will be focusing on the interfacing between devices, 
hardware and system of the project. In final testing stage, the project should been 
tested for its completion after the prototype finished with the combining of all of the 
hardware and the software application. 
3.2 Block Diagram of Overall System 
Figure 13 shows the simple block diagram of overall system of this project. 
ý 
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Figure 13: Block Diagram of Overall System. 
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3.3 Project Overview 
Figure 14 shows the overview of the system. 
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Staff can trace which 
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the time containers being 





are being taken 





&. _ receives the 
signal and send 1 
to host PC . iý 
Figure 14: Project Overview 
To make the system works, the right sequence of process must be followed. This is to 
ensure that the system to works perfectly: 
1. Every new registered drugs/ medicine containers will be tagged with RFID 
active tag which will be stored on the shelf in drugs warehouse. 
2. The attached tags are monitored by a network of sensors wired into the main 
drugs warehouse personal host computer. 
3. The host computer can only be access by registered users with unique 
password. 
4. If one the registered tag is out of range, an alert window will appear in the 
system to alert the staff. 
5. The time and date will also be captured if the tagged drug container is taken 
out and being placed back on its shelf. 
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3.4 Applied Tools and Technologies 
3.4.1 RFID Tags 
For this project, active RFID will be used as the tag. The tags will be tagged on each 
drugs/ medicines container. Below are the specifications for active tags. 
Table 3: Active Tag Specifications 
User Memory P156 Kbits 
Multi-Tag Read Yes 
Capability 
Transmit 916 MHz, 927 ý MHz, or 868 MHz Frequency 
Receive 
433 MHz Frequency 
Read Range 
Receive 85m (280 feet)* 
Transmit 152m (500 feet)* 
Power 3V Lithium-ion watch battery 
Battery Life 1-3 years depending on use (tag has low battery detection) 
Weight 23 grams (0.8 oz) 
Case Material ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) 
Temperature 
Operating -35C to +50C (-3 IF to +122F) 
Storage -40C to +85C (-40F to +185F) 
Options 0- 256Kbit memory sizes available in 2x Memory 
increments 
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3.4.2 Advantages of using RFID Active Tags 
Although active RFID need a power source compared to passive RFID tags, it can 
store much bigger data and information. It also can broadcast response signal to the 
reader. This active tag is typically more reliable as there are only fewer errors than 
passive tags due to the ability for it to conduct `session' with the reader. The Active 
Tag used for this project has characteristics as below; 
i. Long communication range 
ii. Having the capability of initiating communications (e. g. communicate 
with the reader each time patient having more than 39°C ) 
iii. Having the capability to perform independent monitoring and control 
e. g. monitor temperature of the patient each 4 hours ) 
iv. Need battery power to function, which limit the lifetime and affect the 
cost for long-term maintenance, 
v. The tag can stand a harsh environment 
vi. Capable of perform independent monitoring and control 
3.4.3 RFID Reader 
A RFID reader would be connected to a computer. When the computer file for the 
drugs is being set up in the computer, this RFID reader would automatically read the 
unique RFID circuit number and software would associate this number to the file 
known by description being entered into the computer. 
RFID circuit readers are the size of smoke detectors would be mounted near the shelf 
and one at the entrance of drugs storage room for user identification. Each reader has 
a unique ID number and that software would know each reader location. When a drug 
is taken out from the shelf, the software would capture this and present a path of the 
shelf the drugs go through. The readers can be hard wired into a network or transmit 
their data back to a central server or via wireless RF communications. For this 
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project, the reader will be hardwired into the system by using RJ-45 straight through 
cable. 
3.4.4 Database and User Interfaces 
For this project, the software used to create the drugs/ medicines database is the 
Xampp software. The main purpose of creating the database is to record access to 
drugs storage. The database has security levels appropriate to the needs of the clinic/ 
pharmacy. 
First, the database is created and the purpose is to stored details about the users and 
the drugs information. Users' details such as full name, identification number and 
password will be created. After that, the drugs' details such as drugs name, drugs 
description and location will be created. 
After the database has been created, user interface is formed refer to the database 
created. For this project, the software used to create the interface is the Visual Basic 
2008 (VB) software. The login interface is first produced to let the users an easy 
access to the database. User's identification number and password must match 
correctly and this data is retrieved from the database. Once the user has entered the 
correct identification number and password, the user will be directed to the 
homepage. 
User history can be checked under this homepage. Data is retrieved from the 
database, as well as from the hardware. 
3.5 Architectural Overview 
Architectural overview is to explain about the concept of this project. It 
consists of the drugs layout and some detailed explanations of RFID tagging 
systems for drugs. 
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3.5.1 Drugs Shelf Layout 
Figure 15 below show the drugs layout, where each drug is tagged with an active 
RFID tag and a reader is placed at the right-hand side of the shelf. 
ýi \r 1r 
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Figure 15: Drugs Shelf Layout. 
3.5.2 Access to drugs 












Figure 16: Access to Drugs Warehouse. 
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` User's Tag 
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User's tag will be activated once user approaches the entrance to the drugs warehouse 
as shown in Figure 16. User's details together with captured time will be updated on 
the database. If any drug is being taken out, drugs details will be recorded in database 
created before. 
3.6 Hardware testing 
3.6.1 RFID tag and reader configuration 
Active tag RFID have been chosen to been used in this project since it has longest 
communication range and can conclude almost around the area of the lecture hall. 
As for the project, I have been using the product from ActiveWAVE RFID. There 
are several reasons of choosing the ActiveWAVE RFID tag and reader for this 
project. Below are some of the reasons: 
Advantages over other RFID Active Tags: 
" Longer Life - ActiveWave uses the latest technology to achieve reliability and 
life that rivals other active tags. 
" Lower Cost - ActiveWave RFID tags uses the latest technology and 
integration to provide you with a very cost effective tag. 
" Smaller Size - ActiveWave RFID tags are smaller than Active tags based on 
older technology. 
is' 
Figure 17: ActiveWave Reader Figure 18: ActiveWave Tags 
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Figure 19: Components of ActiveWave RFID 
Table 4: Function of Each ActiveWave RFID Components 
Component Function 
Reader Receive signal send from the active tags. 
Tags Send signal to reader. 








RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 Results and Discussions 
4.1.1 Development of User Interface using Visual Basic 2008 (VB) 
Interfaces for the system have been developed using Visual Basic 2008 (VB). Below 
shown in Figure 20 is the RFID Query Server interface. Before user wants to enter 
the main menu of the system, user needs to run this window first. The purpose of this 
window is to connect the RFID reader with the system developed. Besides, this 
window will query all the registered tags and the time and date captured when the 
drugs were being taken out from the shelf will be displayed in this window. 
a_ .. ". 
























584/Forml has been regstered successfLAY 
11111 
04: 4218 ID 584 
Type-1 
Status - AWAPI_NET. rfTagStatus_t 
04: 41 @ Batter Low - False 
Tamper Switch - False 
Enable - False 
EA 
ý 
Figure 20: RFID Query Server Window 
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Below is the User Log In interface to enter the main menu of the system. Once the 
user enters ID number and password correctly as shown in Figure 21, user will be 
directed to the main page of the Drugs Inventory. If user enters the information 
wrongly, a prompt window will appear as shown in Figure 22. 
ýýý L--] 13 0 








, 1, , 
`ý/ ý 
iý ý 
Figure 21: User Log in Interface 
0 
Invalid ID Number or Password 
OK 
Erºter I Clem 
I 
Exit 
Figure 22: Prompt Window When Name, ID Number and Password Are Entered 
Wrongly. 
Once the login is successful, user will be directed to the main page of Drugs 
Inventory as shown in Figure 23. In this window, the user's name will appear as the 
operator of the system. From this, we can trace who is the last person operates and 
used the system. Besides, from this main menu, user can track when a drug is being 
taken out from the shelf or the drug is out of designated zone. The tag ID and the 
name of the drug will appear at the alert box if it is taken out of the shelf or out of the 
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zone. There are many buttons that links the main page to other sub-page. Below is the 
table for functions of each button. 
ý 
i7rys/ L` %ii, 'te Inventory 
RFID Tagging System for Drugs 
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Figure 23: User's Main Window. 
Table 5: The Functions of Buttons on the RFID Query Server and Main Menu 
No. Button Functions 
1. " This button will scan the network 
" Any active network (IP Address) will be 
Scan Network 
J 
list out in the IP List Box next to the 
button. 
2. " This button is used to connect with the 
Open Socket 
RFID IP Address. 
" Once it is clicked, the system is already 
connected to RFID reader. 
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3. " This button is to allow user to query a tag. 
Query Tag 
" Tags that are enabled or disabled respond 
Th d e query response to a query comman . 
includes much information about the tag. 
4. " This button is the log out button when 
Log Out user wants to exit from the system. 
5. " This starts button will activate the 
connected RFID with the system. 
Stet " Once it is clicked, the RFID reader will 
starts to read every active tag assigned to 
the system. 
6. " The purpose of this button is to add new 
personnel who want to be the operator of 
Add Staff the system. 
" Information needed to be filled in is the 
user name, ID number and password. 
" All the information inserted will be saved 
in the database for staff record. 
7. " This button is clicked when there is new 
drug to be added in the system. 
Add Drugs " Several important information are needed 
in order to add new drugs to the system 
such as drug's name, description, etc. 
" All the data inserted will be updated in the 
database. 
8. Drugs List " The purpose of this button is to view 
every drug that has been registered into 
the system. 
9. 
" This button is to view all the registered 









Stark i button is clicked, the `on' indicator will appear in green 
C 7rys/' c-, edi ', »e Inventory 
RFID Tagging System for Drugs 
l. oy oll 
2. When 
Figure 24: The system `on' status appear in User's Main Window 
Add Staff 
button is clicked, the window where user need to fill 
the information to register new user. 
Figure 25: Add New Personnel Window 
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3. When is clicked, another window will appear for user to fill 
Add Drugs 
in the information for new registered drug. 
w 
'ýfl// ý; ý1P, rclfle Inventory 
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Figure 26: Add New Drugs Window 
Once the user has fill in the required information, user need to click the submit button 
to save the information in the database. If all the blank field has been filled in, a pop- 
out window will appear to verify user that the drug were successfully being registered 
after the submit button were clicked. 
ý 
Stabilized sublingual compressed nitroglycerin tablet lNitrostat has been registered successfully 
I OK 
Figure 27: Prompt window when drug is successfully registered 
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4. When is clicked, all the registered drugs and its information 
Drugs List 





Desc' ' Drug Name 
iýilEVýýnn Phamufrn 
2 Stabized sd... Mostat 
3 strong artbotic PenicinVK 
4 Stabked subi... Nitrostat 
5 fa bw bbod p... VantudaYacos 
6 saU penrt Mnyak Yuyi 
7 ight heaý Paracetamd 
, `. 
lag ID EP Y Date Codact No. 
202 3 1/1120111200OOAM 03.92837462 
Q 
201 3 121121201212: O& 00 AM 01298374631 
203 3 1213120101021: 32AM 607-5324098 
201 3 121121201212: K. 00A1 012-98374631 
584 3 9/18120141200: 00AM 607-9827476 
1001 3 9t1112010120o- 00 AM 013-9283873489 
1000 3 11/3/201112OD: 00 AM 0134711143 
0 0 
ý. ý. 





















L1 0 0 
I 
Figure 29: Personnel List Window 
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4.1.2 System Database 
The database has been developed by using Xampp software. MySQL connecter-net 
5.0.9 as a connecter between databases and interface. For this project, it consists of 
four tables, which are users table, drugs table, alarm table and readers table. Below 
shown in Figure 30 is the system database which is name by drugtrek_db. 
Server: localhost º Database: drugtrek_db 
Export Import Designer Operations Privileges `k Drop Structure SQL Search Query 51 
Table Action Records' Type Collation Size Overhead 
alam 5W SAM latinl swedsh cl 1.3 KiB 44 B 
drugtrk (' 7 MyISAM latint_swedish_ci 1.6 KiB - 
readers 2 MyISAM latint swedish ci 2.3 KiB - 
r Staff F= (' f5 MyISAM latint swedish ci 1.3 KiB 88 B 
4 table(s) Sum 19 MIyISAM laönl_swedish_cl 6.2 FA 132 B 
L Check All/ Urcheck All/ Check tables having overhead With selected: " 
Figure 30: Overall system database 
4.1.2.1 Users 
In order to build users database, a table must be created. Following the creation of the 
users table, it is required to insert the columns that will make up the user table. By 
using Table 6 as reference, the necessary columns will be inserted with the particular 
data that will make up the user table for the user interface as shown in Figure 31. 
Table 6: Table summary for user table 
Field Type Length/ Values Extra Key 
Name varchar 10 
Staff ID varchar 5 Primary key 
Password varchar 10 
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Server: localhost l Database: drugtrek_db 1H Table: staff 'Corga0d6mAns for *ff, 
!. 'Browse [Structure SQL . Search 
i: Insert Export Import ROperaäons lEmpty )Drop 
Field Type Collation Attributes Null Default Extra 
r id varchar(10) latnl swedish ci No None 
r name varchar(5U) latin1 Swedish ci No None 
r Password varchar(7) latin1 Swedish ci No None 




Y' ý .. ý. .1. T 
r`' X. 7L7T I`] 
ý 1 1 
Figure 31: Structure of User's Table 
xT' '7 Z7 T 
Once the user has entered the information to register new user, all the information 
will be saved in the table of the database. 
After the data has been keyed in the required fill in the `add new personnel' interface, 
the users' table will look like Figure 32. 
Show: 130 row(s) starting from record # [0 
in r horizontal mode and repeat headers after 1100 cells 
+ Options 
id name Password 
f )< AC9098 Shahirul Aina Nasir 1423 
F- )< E8696 III Nadlah 123 
F )< E6789 Wan Hazlina Wan Harun 090 
[- _ 
)< E6435 Shafeq Marwan 321 
F )< C1909 Sharifudin Sahedan 3131 
L Check All / Uncheck All With selected: 
Show : 
1130 row(s) starting from record # lo 
in horizontal -j mode and repeat headers after 
1100 cells 
Figure 32: User's Table with Data Inserted 
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4.1.2.2 Drugs 
The same steps like creating tables for users' database are applied to create table for 
drugs database. Under drugs, details listed are the drugs' name, description, expiry 
date, supplier and location, as shown in Figure 33 and Figure 34. Only drugs listed in 
the database are allowed to be on the shelf. 
W Server: local host º; Database: drugtrek_db º JU Table: drugtrk'Contain infovmations for inmate' 
Browse Structure .! SQL Search ? KInsert 
Field Type Collation Attributes 
r Desaiption longtext latinl_swedish ci 
r Drug name varchar(50) latinl_swedish_ci 
r Room int(11) 
r contact varchar(30) latint swedish_ci 
r tag id int(10) 
r exp_date datetime 
r acqdate datetime 
t_ Check All/ Uncheck All With selected:: M 
NExport SImport ftOperations jEmply YDrop 
Null Default Extra Action 
No None M 170 ®R 
No None ® y' X®m® IF 
No Now X® IN ®T 
No None X® ®u ® RT 
No None X®T 
No None XT 
No None XT 
X 19 CU! R FTF 
Print view Relation view rs&I Propose table structure 
?K Add I' field(s) l. ' Al End of Table C Al Beginning of Table c After Description - Go 
+ Details 
Figure 33: Structure of Drugs Table 
Show: 30 row(s) starling from record #FO- 
in horizontal mode and repeat headers after 100 cells 
+options 
Description Drug_name Room contact 
X For serious headache Aspirin 2M 609.5782341 
X synthetic Bachim 200 603-92348192 
yX MEDROL Tablets contain methylprednisolone which is... Medrol 211 603.9824214 
fX for muscle cramp Miranda 207 609.5669130 
jX strong antibiotic Penicillin VI( 201 607-5324096 
X for low blood pressure medicine Vanzuela Viscos 211 607-9827476 
X light headache Paracetamol 230 013-4711143 
L Check All/ Uncheck All With selected. j )C I 
Show : 30 row(s) starting from record # 1° 
in horizontal " mode and repeat headers after 100 cells 
Figure 34: Contents for Drugs Table. 
tag id exp_date acqdate 
o 2010.10-1111: 05: 04 0000-0D-00 00: 00: 00 
213 2011-01-0100: 00: 00 0000-00-00 00: 00: 00 
213 2020-02-02 00: 00: 00 0000-0000 00: 00: 00 
211 2010-09-1110: 26: 00 0000-0000 00: 00: 00 
200 201x12-0310: 21: 32 0000-00-0000: CO: 00 
213 201441908 00: 00: 00 0000M 00: 002 
206 2011-11-03 00M00 0000-00-00 00: 00: 00 
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4.1.3. Range between RFID tag and reader 
This test needs to be done to check if any interference happened between each 
tag and reader that affects the efficiency of the system to send and receive the signal. 
If interference happened, it can defect the system where maybe the tag cannot send 
the signal to the reader although it has been triggered when the tag on the drug's 
container have been moved from their place. The distance range from reader and the 
tag must also be tested to check for their capabilities of communicating with each 
other although at a long distance. 
In order to ensure that there is communication between the reader and tags, there is 
software for the RFID called Programming Station to make sure which tags can be 
read by the reader. Below was the test of making sure there is communication 
between the reader and tags by using the Programming Station. 
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Figure 35: Programming Station Interface 
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4.1.3.1 Integration between RFID Reader and Tags with Interface 
After the RFID reader is successfully communicate with the tag, the connection 
between the reader and host computer are made to checked there is input signal 
between reader and the interface. Several testing has been done, and the reader is 
successfully communicates with the interface build. 
This can be shown in Figure 36 where the specified IP address for RFID reader was 
being shown in the IP address list box once th 
Scan Network 
button were 
clicked. The `' icon indicates the network was successfully scanned by the 
system. In this project, the IP address for the RFID reader is 192.168.2.32. Once user 
I 
click on the 
Open Socket button, this 
U 
icon will appear to indicate the 
connection between the specified reader and interface is successfully being made. 
Once the user click the 
QueryTag 
button, all the registered tags and its status 
will appear in the list box on the window. 
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RFID DRUG TRACK QUERY SERVER 
RFID QUERY SERVER 
_ n, x 
Communication Room : I' 
Network 




Open Socket Time: 4: 42: 18 PM 
192.168.2.32 Date : 04-29-2010 
QUE Y 
Tag 584/Form1 has been registered successfully 
Query Tag Exit 
tagt D= 584 
tagType =1 
pktlD =4 
04: 42: 18: ID 584 
Type -1 
Status - AWAPI_NET. rllagStatus_t 
04: 42: 18: Batter Low = False 
Tamper Switch = False 
Enable = False 
ý 
Jý 
Figure 36: RFID Query Server When It is connected to the System 
An alert pop-out window will appear if the tag is out of zone. Below as shown in 
Figure 37 is the alert prompt window when one of the registered tags are being taken 
out of zone. 
ý 0 
4 ! 1!! ALARM 1!!! 1 Tag ID 1000 Out Of Range Detected 
OK I 
Figure 37: Alert Prompt when registered tag is out of 
designated zone 
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The status of the drugs will appear in the box on the User's Main Window as shown 






Figure 38: Status of Drugs on User's Main Window 
If the registered drugs were being place back on its place, another pop-out window 
will appear to indicate that the drug is in the range. 
! 11= 
ýJ745lcVV tcille Inventory 
RFID Tagging System for Drugs 
Qx 
Now ID 1000 Detected in Range 
OK 
Figure 39: Pop-out Window when Registered Drugs in Zone 
m 
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4.1.4 Limitation of the Developed System 
Upon the completion of this project, several limitations have been recognized. 
Below is the list of limitations that need to be overcome: 
Limitation on the hardware tools: 
" Since the RFID kit is being shared with other colleagues, therefore there is 
decreasing on the reliability of the reader to determine its specified read range. 
" The accuracy of read rates on some tags is very low due to battery and several 
factors that can lead to interference of radio waves between the tags and the 
reader. 
" Each active RFID tags consume much energy from the batteries; therefore 
shortening the life span of the battery. 
" Limitations of the reader to read through variety of substances (e. g reading 
through metals) still exist even though not very influential. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
For this project, we can conclude that this system is essential for tracking drugs/ 
medicines to pharmacies and clinics which deal with various types of drugs/ 
medicines. By using this system, movements of drugs can be traced using simple user 
interface system. The drugs will even be more secured if using this system with the 
RFID tracking system of the shelf. Plus, this system is suitable for worldwide 
healthcare used with high drugs/ medicines value. 
5.2 Recommendation 
There are few of recommendations that can be done to improve this system better. 
They are as follows; 
" Instead of using the RFID reader to read the active tags attached at drugs 
container inside the whole drugs warehouse, we can specify the reading of 
RFID reader to a smaller range such as the read range within the drug shelf 
only. 
" The system can also be improved by adding another RFID reader at the 
entrance of the drugs warehouse to ensure only authorized personnel are 
allowed to enter the drugs warehouse. 
" Utilizing RFID active tag with temperature sensor to continuously monitor 
drugs temperature. 
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" The system can also be develop by adding weight scale to measure the drugs 
container weight for the purpose of checking stock of drugs/ medicine. This 
can alert the medical staff to call the manufacturer of the drugs and refill when 
the drugs/ medicine are about to finish. 
" Implementation of other RFID technology such as adding alarm to the 
entrance of drugs warehouse so that the alarm can alert the medical staff about 
stranger or unregistered staffs are entering the drugs warehouse. This can 
increase the security system of the drugs/ medicines storage room. 
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FYP 1 Gantt Chart 
51 
Week No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Semester break 
Activities 
Briefing Session M 
Technical Writing Workshop I E 
IRC Workshop D X 
Lab Briefing Session A 
Journals s M 
Progress Report E I 
HSE Talk M N 
Referencing E A 
Interim Report S T 
Oral Presentation T I 
Initiative E 0 
Topic and SV Confirmation R N 
Topic Understanding 
Journals B 
Methodology Understanding R W 
Meeting with Post-Grad Stdnt. E E 
Progress Report Discussion A E 
Software Development K K 
Hardware Test Run 
FYP 2 Forecast 
FYP 1 Gantt Chart 
APPENDIX B 
FYP 2 Gantt Chart 
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Week No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Activities 
Briefing Session 77 E' - - M 
Seminar I (IEM Talk) I E 
Statistical Analysis Talk D X 
Progress Report I r>; A 
Poster Exhibition S M 
Progress Report II E I 
Softbound Dissertation Submission M N 
Oral Presentation E A 
Hardbound Dissertation Submission S T 
T I 
E 0 
Initiative R N 
Software Development 
Interface & Database Development W 
Progress Report Discussion B E 
Integration of RFID and System R E 
Poster Preparation E K 
Test Run Full System A 
Dissertation Discussion and Preparation K 
Oral Slides Preparation & Mock 
Presentation 
FYP 2 Gantt Chart 
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APPENDIX C 
Programming Station Interface 
55 
Communkation Configuration Dl og 
RS-232 TCP/IP 
Network Conr. ectior 
N Use Search For Active IPs. 
C' Use Specific IP 
?I Xi 
r- r- r- r- 
List of Active IPý. ddresses 
Selected IPAddress Reader ID 
Qý 1 ': -_ 168 1 35 
Host ID Network Status Rd( Status Connect T 
1 Act: ý OrV "": e 
ýI I !1 
F Select All -Enc, ".: ptior. 
r None 
F eep List Item 
., rqr, Aý_Icuess 
New IP Address: F- F- F 
Port ID: 110001 
Remove IF' 
Assign IP 
Reset Reader Search 
-Cor-imum"=ation Protocol --- 
C RS-232 ý' TCP/IN Disconnect 





Programnyng Station Configuration 
iguraledn 
r! iki D is ay T ag D etecW in Lise view 
r Display Dupicate Tag ID rºith different Field Generates ID 
r Dispby Dup4cate Tag ID with different Gioup ID 
System Host ID C. origurat nr 
Old Host ID: I New H ost I D: F- 
I accept AB Host ID 
. ýi Týmýýcrature 
C8iit48riGrl 
--ý In 





Reader IO F1 
Host ID. F1 
] Tag ID 
- ý: lag 10- 
; lUl 
Trig RaspnnsR flplny 
f' Long Random 
r Short Random 
Tag LCD 
r' E nable 
r Disable 
Tag Speaker 
r F. ndWu 
(. Disable 
. CAI Tmo 
Reader ID: I` 
Host 1D_ I' 
-E 
T Broadcast All Readers 






t' Any 1ypp. 
Tgln 
ý Tog If. ); 
r Any Tag ID 





n is ahk 
Clear F Keep List' tens 
-Enabled Tag Report -- 
Access: l Inventory. 
Aýýer Fachnry n 
Tntat 1 






r Any Type 
Taq LEE) 
fE nable 
% fli: ahle 
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APPENDIX D 




Imports System. ComponentModel 
Imports System. Threading 
Imports System. Windows. Forms 
Imports System. Runtime. InteropServices 
Imports Microsoft. VisualBasic 
Imports AW_API-NET 
Imports System. IO 
Imports MySgl. Data. MySglClient 
Public Class main 
Dim Hconn As IntPtr 
Dim readerlP(20) As Byte 
Dim readerPort As UInt16 
Dim commPort As UInt32 
Dim commBaud As UInt32 
Dim myPKTID As Integer 
Dim registered As Boolean 
Dim strhttp As String 
Dim ipIdx As Integer =0 
Dim pubReaderlD As Integer 
Dim c As Integer 
Dim txtSender As String 
Dim taglD As ListViewltem 
Private Strt As System. Threading. Thread 
Dim strCn As String dru r Lek ata 
Source= loca] host; User 1d-root; Password=" 
Dim selID As String 
Private Sub main_Load(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal e As 
System. EventArgs) Handles MyBase. Load 
lblOpName. Text = officer. ofName 
readerPort = Convert. ToUInt16(10001) 
commPort = Convert. ToUInt32(1) 
commBaud = Convert. ToUInt32(115200) 
Call readConfig() 
registered = False 




Private Sub InsertRow(ByVal tgid As Integer, ByVal st As 
Integer, ByVal rdr As Integer, ByVal tpr As String) 
Dim name As String = 
Dim zone As String = 
Dim location As String 
Dim rowsAlarm As Integer 
Dim dat As DateTime = Nothing 
Dim id As String = 
Dim cn As New MySqlConnection(strCn) 
' if Lhw ý"ýý! ýu! . -u :1 rin<I 
ir, uu I!, ii, -; e a default. 
ý"ij 
If st =0 Then 
cn. Open () 
Dim cmdName As New MySglCommand ( ": ýELECT * FROM drugýrk. 
& tgid, cn) 
Dim readerInmate As MySglDataReader 
readerInmate = cmdName. ExecuteReader() 
While readerInmate. Read 
id = readerInmate. Item("id") 
name = readerInmate. Item("nam(-") 
zone = readerInmate. Item 
End Wh i1e 
readerInmate. Close() 
cn. Close() 
cn. Open () 
Dim cmdLoc As New MySglCommand("::, 
rýr, dýýrs WHERE ki, & rdr, cn) 
Dim readerLoc As MySgiDataReader 
readerLoc = cmdLoc. ExecuteReader() 
While readerLoc. Read 




Dim cmdAlarm As New MySglCommand( 
WHERE Id - '" & id & cn) 
Dim daAlarm As New MySglDataAdapter 
Dim dsAlarm As New DataSet 
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Dim dtAlarm 11:; New DataTable 
cn. Open 
, i, ry daAlarm. SelectCommand = cmdAlarm 
daAlarm. Fill (dsAlarm, ,ýý chre: ýu 1I ") 
dtAlarm = dsAlarm. Tables ( ":; _ -arühi_csult") 
rowsAlarm = dtAlarm. Rows. Count() 
C, itch ex As Exception 
MsgBox("Iý', rt-r :"& ex. Source && ex. Message, 
MsgBoxStyle. OkOnly, i (qt I, ', rrcýrý 
f": nci 'I'ty 
If ConnectionState. Open Then 
cn. Close() 
band II 
If tpr = "I, ', i I :; - " Then 
it rowsAlarm =0 Then 
If location = zone Then 
cn. Open() 
Dim cmdInsl As New MySglCommand (" '':: ! <T 
id, && id 
&& name && location & ", '" & Format(DateTime. Now(), 





Dim cmdInsl As New MySglCommand("-_,: S! Z'i 
! Ln ru (. iI , 1, N. iin ,, I ri t Ty1>n, Zone, &nn& id &n to & name & OUT (11, tCZ. Z', "& location & 
& Format (DateTime. NowO, "yyyy MM dd hh:! tun: ss") & cn) 
cmdInsl. ExecuteNonQuery() 
cn. Close O 
' Mý:;;, ýyrýßo>:. Sl! ý, w ("Alert !!! (ID: " 
ý J! :; 1 It: I ")" f1.3llliý I" I(IUV'Ci I! om Zone" + zone. 7 
MessageBox. Show("Alert!!!! (ID: " + 
tgid. ToString + ")" + name +" is out of zone!! ") 
End If 
Else 
If location = zone Then 
cn. Open() 
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Dim cmdUpdate2 As New MySglCommand ("I- 
& 
Format (DateTime. Now, "yyyy-Mýs-d(i && 
location & id & id & cn) 
cmdUpdate2. ExecuteNonQuery() 
If ConnectionState. Open Then 




Dim cmdUpdate2 As New MySglCommand ( "! . 'T" 
alct 'VJT OF 1rc, cýrcý, 




") & -: o. -e. & 
location && id &" "", cn) 
cmdUpdate2. ExecuteNonQuery() 
cn. Close() 
1_ýI1Cj. ýICý;; 1: CLC(j in) n+ name a n7[OtR zone" + zone. ': 
MessageBox. Show("Alert!!!! 





Elself tpr = "True" Then 
'! i" . lblType. Text = "TEMPERED!!!! " 
'aiert. txtTime. Text = Format(DateTime. Now, "hh: MM: ss 
dd-mm-ss") 
'alert. txtName. Text = name 
'alert. txtLocation. Text = location 
= id 
If rowsAlarm =0 Then 
cn. Open() 
Dim cmdInsl As New MySglCommand("INSERT TNTO 
arm (ýýý Lame, U': -rtTypc, Zone, : n12j. s: lrle; ! RT 
& ", '"& id && name & "' , TF[ PI R D', "& location &'"& 





Dim cmdUpdate2 As New MySglCommand("UPDATE alarm 
'r-, i, i',,, 'i" , alertType - 'TAMPERED', __,; - ssTirne ='"& 
Format (DateTime. Now, & "', Zone & 
location & i, i '"& id & cn) 
cmdUpdate2. ExecuteNonQuery() 
cn. Close O 
End If 
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MessageBox. Show ("P,: 
-er, -!!!! ID: " + tgid. ToString + ") "+ name +"i r- Teml>(1-d") 
End If 
Erid If 
Strt = New System. Threading. Thread(AddressOf Threadl) 
Strt. Start () 
End Sub 
Public Function GetStringlP(ByVal ip As ByteO) As String 
Dim p As Integer 
Dim s As String 
Dim ct As Integer 
Ct =0 
p=0 
While (Convert. ToBoolean((ct <= 3)) AndAlso 
Convert. ToBoolean((p < 20)) AndAlso Convert. ToBoolean((ip(p) <> 0))) 
If ip(p) <> 46 Then 
s += Convert. ToString(ip(p) - 48) 48 
p += 1 
Else 
ct += 1 
p += 1 





Private Sub readConfig() 
Try 
,. -' ' -1 -ý r- c'ý _ddY "IT. _ l CCýlý ý' _]n 1I1ý<LsIL'C Uf --e-am 
Re du2Y L "v 
_ ýýd 
Using sr As StreamReader = New 
StreamReader("config. txt") 
Dim line As String 
h, ad and display the lines from the file until the 
i1 
' of the file ii reached. 
frmConfig. lbIp. Items. Clear() 
line = sr. ReadLine() 
If Mid(line, 1,3) Then 
frmConfig. lbIp. Items. Add(Mid(line, 4)) 
End If 
If Mid(line, 1,7) Then 
strhttp = line 
End If 
Ih1p. Ttriio. ClearO 
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While Not line Is Nothing 
line = sr. ReadLine() 
If Mid(line, 1,3) = '_P: " Then 
frmConfig. lbIp. Items. Add(Mid(line, 4)) 
End If 
If Mid(line, 1,7) = "htp: //" Then 
strhttp = line 
End If 
End While 
sr. Close O 
End Using 
Catch E As Exception 
'L th ,.. ý E r. nc, ý jh e: ro ? q. 
Console. WriteLine (" 'he 
Console. WriteLine(E. Message) 
End Try 
End Sub 
Private Sub BtnStartClick(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal 
e As System. EventArgs) Handles BtnStart. Click 
'3n, a1 i.: -e. !) 
checkdata() 
Me. commStatus. BackColor = System. Drawing. Color. Green 
Me. commStatus. Text = "i)N" 
End Sub 
Private Sub checkdata() 
Dim check id(1000) As String 
Dim check name(1000) As String 
Dim check room(1000) As String 
Dim check date As String 
Dim check time As String 
Dim check status As String 
Dim i As Integer =0 
Dim j As Integer 
Dim cn As New MySglConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmd As New MySg1Command( 
Dim da As New MySglDataAdapter(cmd) 
Dim ds As New DataSet() 
Dim myReader As MySglDataReader 
UE? cr. '. 'rucý dat base 
If cn. State = ConnectionState. Closed Then 
cn. Open() 
End If 
- ad drnýlýý_ 
myReader = cmd. ExecuteReader() 




check_id(i) = myReader. Item("tag_i_d"). ToString 
check_name(i) = myReader. Item("Urug_naTr:. >"). ToString 
check_room(i) = myReader. Item("room"). ToString 
End While 
If cn. State = ConnectionState. Open Then 
cn. Close() 
End If 
' ýý, niýl i ý" , ýi . iýu. -ý-i 
i: >t: 
For j=1 To i 
Dim cnchk As New MySqlConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmdchk As New MySglCommand (" _ ; '_ý s 
cnchk) 
Dim dachk As New MySglDataAdapter(cmdchk) 
Dim dschk As New DataSet() 
Dim myReaderchk As MySglDataReader 
Dim found As Boolean 
If cnchk. State = ConnectionState. Closed Then 
cnchk. Open() 
End If 
myReaderchk = cmdchk. ExecuteReader() 
While myReaderchk. Read 
';; tr myRcadcr. getSt. r. irig (0) 
If check id(j) = 
myReaderchk. Item(" 1i<ýýýder 1 1)") . ToString Then 
found = True 
Exit While 
Else 
found = False 
End If 
End While 
If found = False Then 
Dim rowscheck As String =0 
Dim cn2 As New MySglConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmdCheck As New MySglCommand ( "3i LF. C' rROM 
ýr rn ý. ý! 11', fllý', /U nn 'I'acr Cd "' & check id(j) &" "", cn2) 
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Dim daCheck As New MySgiDataAdapter(cmdCheck) 
Dim dsCheck As New DataSet() 
Dim dtCheck As New DataTable 





. SelectCommand = cmdCheck 
. Fill(dsCheck, t") 
End With 
dtCheck = dsCheck. Tables( s 
rowscheck = dtCheck. Rows. Count() 
Catch ex As Exception 
MsgBox( & ex. Source & 









If rowscheck =0 Then 
cn2. Open() 
check_status = "ova Ringo" 
check date = DateString. ToString 
check time = TimeString. ToString 
'Check for name arid _roe . 
ist'_.: c7 inmates 
-, III 
Dim cmdIns As New MySgiCommand("INSERT INTO 
alarm (Alrm TagID, 
fi.. C['1 ýZuC)G',., ý.. ", ciQNa. ý2, t. ý. _. i'. , äý_. l1`_,. __L"Rl äýý.,.. ý ý_Jý. 
ia. 
_ý. i_. ,& 
check_id(j) && check 
_room(j) 
&& check_name(j) 
& check_status & check_date & check_time & 
cn2) 
cmdIns. ExecuteNonQuery() 
If cn2. State = ConnectionState. Open Then 
cn2. Close() 
End If 
It registratiui su . ca_,: _. 1 _, D. m style = MsgBoxStyle. C*_-ýH_i., 
MsgBox("!!! ' ALARM !!!:: " & vbCrLf & "Tag ID 
& check id(j) +" Our. Of Range Detected", MsgBoxStyle. Critical, 
"A! 1 m") 
End If ' if found 2 
End If 
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'End NK! I- 
If cnchk. State = ConnectionState. Open Then 
cnchk. Close() 
End If 
End If ' ý. !ý(: r., i 
Next. j 





Public Sub removealarm() 
Dim cnchk As New MySqlConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmdchk As New MySglCommand (' - -E, 1' r. _ 
", 
cnchk) 
Dim dachk As New MySg1DataAdapter(cmdchk) 
Dim dschk As New DataSet() 
Dim myReaderchk As MySgiDataReader 
Dim found As Boolean 
Dim rm id As String 
If cnchk. State = ConnectionState. Closed Then 
cnchk. Open() 
End If 
myReaderchk = cmdchk. ExecuteReader() 
While myReaderchk. Read 
rm id = myReaderchk. Item("ReaderlD"). ToString 
I. ,I. 4... xAA 
'Ch(", k11 not in alarm 
Dim cnchk2 As New MySqlConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmdchk2 As New MySqlCommand("SELECT xF Oi'1 aý 11ý: ý. ", 
cnchk2) 
Dim dachk2 As New MySqlDataAdapter(cmdchk) 
Dim dschk2 As New DataSet() 
Dim myReaderchk2 As MySglDataReader 
Dim found2 As Boolean 
'Dim rn[ icy 
If cnchk2. State = ConnectionState. Closed Then 
cnchk2. Open() 
End If 
myReaderchk2 = cmdchk2. ExecuteReader() 
While myReaderchk2. Read 
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Then 
If rm id = myReaderchk2. Item(":, . "). ToString 
found2 = True 
Exit While 
Else 
found2 = False 
End If 
End While 
If cnchk2. State = ConnectionState. Open Then 
cnchk2. Close() 
End If 
I* ý-k-ýý ..., 1--ký}-k-k*. ý -k4 -k ý* 
If found2 = True Then 
Dim iä As Str ins = Tes; tDoyl 
Dim rowsCheck As Integer =0 
Dim Cn As New MySqlConnection(strCn) 
", cn) 
Dim cmdCheck As New MySglCommand("' 
Dim daCheck As New MySglDataAdapter 
Dim dsCheck As New DataSet 
Dim dtCheck As New DataTable 
If rowsCheck =0 Then 
O connection 
cn. Open() 
for name and if no existing inmates 
available, add them 
Dim cmdIns As New MySglCommand(" 
aý arm `tiý1]Is=ý" Ilrrn TagI'i -- '"& rm id & "' ", cn) 
rowsCheck = 
cmdIns. ExecuteReader. RecordsAffected() 
MsgBox("_, -Pýa & rmid & 
If ConnectionState. Open Then 
cn. Close () 
End If 
'If registration successful, show ID and name 
'MsgBox(id + "/" + name +" has been registered 
successfully") 
Else 
'If already existing officer, show error 
'MsgBox("Error!!! "+ id + "is already 











Private Sub displaylistview O 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim cn As New MySglConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmd As New MySglCommand("SELECT - FROii al_: 
Dim da As New MySqlDataAdapter(cmd) 
Dim ds As New DataSet() 
Dim myReader As MySglDataReader 
'()p, ýr I) ru(] dat_ab" ý; e 




ListViewl. Items. Clear() 
myReader = cmd. ExecuteReader() 
While myReader. Read 
taglD = 
ListViewl. Items. Add(myReader. Item("Alrm_TagID"). ToString) 
11 , cn) 
tagID. SubItems. Add(myReader. Item ("A'rm T. ýgNari' ). ToString) 
tagID. SubItems. Add(myReader. Item ("A1ým . ToString) 
tagID. SubItems. Add(myReader. Item ToString) 
taglD. Subltems. Add(myReader. Item("Alrri. 
_T'--: 
e"). ToString) 
taglD. SubItems. Add(myReader. Item("Alrm_Time"). ToString) 
End While 
While i <= ListViewl. Items. Count -1 
If i Mod 2=0 Then 
ListViewl. Items(i). BackColor = Color. Aquamarine 
Else 






Private Sub analize() 
Dim myidcomp As String 
If Me. InvokeRequired Then 
'M-. I nv_L, Method Invoker (Addressof list) ) 
Else 
hiish connectioi 
Dim i As Integer =0 
Dim No As Integer =0 
Dim ni As Integer =0 
Dim str As String = "" 
Dim cn As New MySglConnection(strCn) 
'' Dim cmd As New MySglCommand ( "S, --. '--' " cn) - ý.. , -. Dim cmd2 As New MySglCommand (' _': l "" 
cn) 
Dim da As New MySgiDataAdapter(cmd) 
Dim da2 As New MySgiDataAdapter(cmd2) 
Dim ds As New DataSet() 
Dim ds2 As New DataSet() 
Dim myReader As MySglDataReader 
Dim myReader2 As MySglDataReader 
ListViewl. Items. Clear() 
If cn. State = ConnectionState. Closed Then 
cn. Open() 
End If 
raw L; _. ý? <': %11' St; 
myReader = cmd. ExecuteReader() 
While myReader. Read 
,: t. -f! I ý ýE'<, C1(ý 
S, ý- I- '. %_, ,0) 
No = No +1 
taglD = 
ListViewl. Items. Add(myReader. Item("t:,. ToString) 
't. aglD - 
I. 1 Lýý,! n: . 'lcid 
(1 ýýrtný. ý 
(myReade,.. Item ("t-ac 
tagID. SubItems. Add(myReader. Item("I`ruc name"). ToString) 
tagID. SubItems. Add(myReader. Item("ýS, cr:. "). ToString) 
taglD. SubItems. Add("Out Range") 
taglD. Subltems. Add(DateString. ToString) 
taglD. Subltems. Add(TimeString. ToString) 
t<igTi;. SubTtc: ms. Addimy-header. gc? tSt'_. =i) 
Cag: ID. SubItems. Add; myReader. ýý,::,; "_',, ToStrinq) 
End While 




ni al .i ýe.. For 
myidcomp = ListViewl. Items(ni). Text. ToString() 
If cn. State = ConnectionState. Closed Then 
cn. Open() 
End If 
myReader2 = cmd2. ExecuteReader() 
While myReader2. Read 
If myReader2. Item("Rea(ierlD"). ToStringO = 
I Mý 
. `. 
'J R. - _. _. _*1I7ýý; ýn 
ListViewl. Items(ni). Remove() 
ni = ni -1 
Else 





cmd2. Connection. Close() 
If ni >= ListViewl. Items. Count -1 Then Exit Do 
ni = ni +1 
En<ý W: r? ilc 
Loop 
cmd2. Connection. Close() 
<ý I (i i r<ý ; ack_jt ý? unq 
While i <= ListViewl. Items. Count -1 
If i Mod 2=0 Then 
ListViewl. Items(i). BackColor = Color. Aquamarine 
Else 










Private Sub StoreAlarm O 
Dim i As Integer =0 
Dim idchk As String 
Dim tag_id As String 
Dim aroom As String 
Dim tagname As String 
Dim astatus As String 
Dim adate As String 
Dirrr atime As String 
Dim found As Boolean = False 
I' r i= 0 To ListViewl. Items. Count -1 
taglD = ListViewl. Items(i) 
tag_id = taglD. SubItems(0). Text 
tagname = taglD. SubItems(1). Text 
aroom = taglD. Subltems(2). Text 
astatus = taglD. SubItems(3). Text 
adate = taglD. SubItems(4). Text 
atime = taglD. Subltems(5). Text 
ý ý'ý. ý . 
'I, i. i! ý. ýý. I1 . ý! ýý? -IIi 
Dirn cnchk As New MySqlConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmdchk As New MySglCommand ("_? I? , E'C'1' T FROM, aia : rr ', 
cnchk) 
Dim dachk As New MySqlDataAdapter(cmdchk) 
Dim dschk As New DataSet() 
Dim myReaderchk As MySglDataReader 
If cnchk. State = ConnectionState. Closed Then 
cnchk. Open() 
End If 
'Iýi: '. E, I, i"rjwi[: "1: ý t%-i ,,, (, , t, ., ! iýI listl 
myReaderchk = cmdchk. ExecuteReader() 
While myReaderchk. Read 
r rnyR. cI( r.: 7er_St: Jrig(0) 
idchk = myReaderchk. Item("Alm :; ' "). ToString 
if tag id = idchk Then 
found = True 
Exit While 
Else 
found = False 
End If 
End Wh i1e 
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If found = False Then 
Dim rowsCheck As Integer =0 
Dim ID As String =0 
Dim cn As New MySqlConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmdCheck As New MySglCommand 
a] arm WHERE Alrm Tai] `U "' & tag_id &" I", cn) 
Dim daCheck As New MySqlDataAdapter 
Dim dsCheck As New DataSet 
Dim dtCheck As New DataTable 
cn. Open () 
Try 
With daCheck 
. SelectCommand = cmdCheck 
. Fill(dsCheck, "ýýýachresuit") 
End With 
dtCheck = dsCheck. Tables It 
rowsCheck = dtCheck. Rows. Count() 
'I( unable. Co connect, show error! 
Catch ex As Exception 
l', Ü;,: (nl,: irar: "& ex. Source && 
Ms zý: aqo, MsgfýoxStyle. OkOn1_p, "Connection Error !! ") 
End Try 
'If al! eady connected, close connection 
If ConnectionState. Open Then 
cn. Close() 
End If 
If rowsCheck =0 Then 
ion 
cn. Open() 
Chýýc: k for a, r. c and no nab 1: ia: ] _nmafcs 
available, add them 
Dim cmdIns As New MySglCommand("INSER. T INTO 
Tagt f), f, 11m Room, Alrm Ta, ýNý. _n , h1rm Statue) VALUES & 








... ý. ,. I[: ,.. I"cii 
End If 
MsgBox (" _. _ .r..... "+ tag-id +".. .. 11) 
Else 
'If already existing officer, show error 
'MsgBox("already registered in the database") 
End If 
' h, nd 6d}1 i' r= 





Private Sub clearReader() 
P]: m ii iýlýý `string :- TextBoxl. 'Iext. ToString 
Dim rowsCheck As Integer =0 
Dim String = Text Box "'. Text. ToSt ring 
'Bim ýý: , nI As Hni ng = Te_ZtBH., _> . Text . ToString 
Dim cn As New MySgiConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmdCheck As New MySglCommand('`ý: _ cn) 
Dim daCheck As New MySglDataAdapter 
Dim dsCheck As New DataSet 









dtCheck = dsCheck. Tables(" 
rowsCheck = dtCheck. Rows. Count() 
) 
'tI urr_ký_. ýý. ý.. ýnnect, show error' 
Catch ex As Exception 
ex. Source & 11: n& ex. Message, 
MSCj)-'O}:; ty1. P. Cýti: ýý!, _`: 
}'ý E Y'ror ýý °ý 
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End Try 
'If ir -< y _,:: n< c ed, close connection 
If ConnectionState. Open Then 
cn. Close() 
End If 
If rowsCheck =0 Then 
)pert < ennýý tion 
cn. Open() 
,! (id ' 1j, I[! 
cn) 
ýtL11 g inmates avai_lable, 
Dim cmdIns As New MySglCommand FROM t, eado is It 
rowsCheck = cmdIns. ExecuteReader. RecordsAffected() 
If ConnectionState. Open Then 
cn. Close() 
End If 
'If registration successful, show ID and name 
'MsgBox(id + "/" + name +" has been registered 
successfully") 
Else 
'If already existing officer, show error 




Public Sub alarmcheck(ByVal tagid As String) 
Dim rowsCheck As Integer =0 
Dim cn As New MySqlConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmdCheck As New MySglCommand(" SELr CT ,? RCiý. _ Gr; n ýrdHc i? 
id & tagid &" "", cn) 
Dim daCheck As New MySgiDataAdapter 
Dim dsCheck As New DataSet 
Dim dtCheck As New DataTable 
cn. Open() 
'k frnjn taleH ; se C icýr ir-ciý ) 
Try 
With daCheck 
. SelectCommand = cmdCheck 
. Fill (daCheck, 
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End With 
dtCheck = dsCheck. Tables("searchre$ult") 
rowsCheck = dtCheck. Rows. Count() 
Catch ex As Exception 
MsgBox("Er_... "& ex. Source && ex. Message, 
MsgBoxStyle. OkOnly, "Connect on Error H ") 
End Try 
connected, close connection 
If ConnectionState. Open Then 
cn. Close() 
End If 
If rowsCheck =0 Then 
cn. Open() 
add them 
Dim cmdIns As New MySgiCommand("I? 
`, 'tý. ''ES & tagid & "' ", cn) 
cmdIns. ExecuteNonQuery() 
If ConnectionState. Open Then 
cn. Close() 
End If 
'If registration successful, show ID and name 
'MsgBox(id + "/" + name +" has been registered 
successfully") 
Else 
'If already existing officer, show error 




Private Sub TmrCallTick(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal e 
As System. EventArgs) Handles TmrCall. Tick 
BtnStart_Click(sender, e) 
End Sub 
Private Sub callTagID() 
End Sub 
Private Sub BtnAddOfficer_Click(ByVal sender As System. Object, 




Private Sub BtnAddlnmate_Click(ByVal sender As System. Object, 
ByVal e As System. EventArgs) Handles BtnAddlnmate. Click 
addinm. Show() 
End Sub 
Private Sub BtnLogOutClick(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal 






Private Sub BtnConfig_Click(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal 
e As System. EventArgs) Handles BtnConfig. Click 
frmConfig. Show() 
End Sub 
Private Sub ListViewl_DoubleClick(ByVal sender As Object, ByVal 
e As System. EventArgs) Handles ListViewl. DoubleClick 
Dim I As Integer 
Dim Description As String 
Dim Drug name As String 
Dim room As String = "" 
Dim contact As String 
'Dim bed as String 
Dim tID As String 
Dim EnrDate As String = "" 
For I=0 To ListViewl. Selectedltems. Count -1 
Next 
Description = ListViewl. Selectedltems(I). Text 
Dim cn As New MySglConnection(strCn) 
Dim cmd As New MySglCommand( "_'ýrý. ý cn) 
Dim rdr As MySglDataReader 
cn. Open() 
rdr = cmd. ExecuteReader 
While rdr. Read 
Drug_name = rdr. Item("Drug_name"). ToString 
contact = rdr. Item("contact"). ToString 
y_, ýý, ýd 'r .. _.. ng 
room = rdr. Item(", --ort"). ToString 
tID = rdr. Item ("t1_ý ial "). ToString 
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EnrDate = Format(rdr. Item("exp 
End While 
cn. Close() 
details. lblName. Text = Name 
details. lblHouse. Text = contact 
details. lblID. Text = Description 
details. lblRoom. Text = room 
details. lblTagID. Text = tID 
icLý iIi bi Date. Ie xt == EnrDaLe 
details. Tag = details. lblID. Text 
details. Show() 
End Sub 
d c. ") ) 
Private Sub BtnAlert_Click(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal 
e As System. EventArgs) Handles BtnAlert. Click 
AlertHist. Show() 
End Sub 
Private Sub BtnlnmLst_Click(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal 
e As System. EventArgs) Handles BtnlnmLst. Click 
InmateList. Show() 
End Sub 
Private Sub BtnOpList_C1ick(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal 
e As System. EventArgs) Handles BtnOpList. Click 
OfficerList. Show() 
End Sub 
Private Sub commStatus_Click(ByVal sender As System. Object, 
ByVal e As System. EventArgs) Handles commStatus. Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub 1b1_Operator_C1ick(ByVa1 sender As System. Object, 
ByVal e As System. EventArgs) Handles lbl Operator. Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Buttonl_Click(ByVal sender As System. Object, ByVal e 
As System. EventArgs) 
!, , r; 'erti iii (ID: " Y :. a + 
Name +" moved from Zone" + Zone. ToString +" To Zone" + 
Location. To; String) 
End Sub 
Private Sub ListViewl SelectedlndexChanged(ByVal sender As 
System. Object, ByVal e As System. EventArgs) Handles 
ListViewl. SelectedlndexChanged 
End Sub 
End Class 
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